HVAC SOLUTIONS
A complete range of pipework
and ductwork insulation
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There are several reasons for applying insulation to pipework and ductwork,
whether it is to control temperatures, save energy through reducing heat loss,
improve acoustics or protect personnel from burn injuries.
Hot surfaces
In applications operating at elevated temperature, insulation
helps in providing:
•

 uel conservation - To reduce heat loss from pipework
F
and ductwork. All hot pipework will normally need insulating
as they operate typically with temperatures around 60°C
for domestic and non-domestic applications.

•

 emperature control - To prevent temperatures falling below
T
a certain pre-determined level and to help conserve energy.

•

 ersonnel protection - To prevent injuries to operators
P
such as burns during the normal course of their duties,
in locations where they could come into contact with
surfaces exceeding 50°C.

Cold surfaces
In low temperature applications, insulation helps to:
•

 educe the rate of heat gain - Correct insulation will reduce
R
the energy needed to maintain low temperatures in pipework.

•

 revent surface condensation - If pipework and ductwork
P
are not adequately insulated then condensation can form on
the surface, leading to equipment damage such as corrosion.

Acoustic benefits
Noises at home and within a workplace can affect people in numerous ways, causing stress, tiredness and reduced
productivity and motivation. Our HVAC insulation solutions have inherent acoustic benefits, to enhance the
acoustic comfort of those living and working within the building.
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Isover HVAC solutions

Whether it’s a school, hospital, factory, office or residential building, Isover’s HVAC
range will provide efficient insulation solutions for pipes and ductwork. Specifying
Isover will help to ensure the building’s ductwork is thermally protected, has minimal
noise disruption and a professional finish.
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Insulation of circular
metal ductwork

Insulation of rectangular
metal ductwork

CLIMCOVER Duct Rolls

CLIMCOVER Duct Slabs

Strong, flexible, lightweight and easy to handle glass
mineral wool rolls with an aluminium foil facing providing
an inherent vapour barrier.

Lightweight, rigid glass mineral wool
slabs which offer thermal and acoustic insulation
of rectangular ductwork. The slabs feature an aluminium
foil facing which provides an inherent vapour barrier.

CLIMCOVER Roll Alu2
• A cost effective and easy to handle thermal and
acoustic insulation for circular metal ductwork.
CLIMCOVER Roll Alu2 Strong
• With increased mechanical performance, this thermal
and acoustic insulation solution will help deliver a
professional finish for applications inside or outside
(with suitable cladding) a building.
Climcover CR Alu2
• With a higher mechanical performance, CLIMCOVER
CR Alu2 is designed for use in applications where the
resistance to compression is needed, such as external
insulation with cladding.
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CLIMCOVER Slab Alu2
• Ideal for the insulation of rectangular metal ductwork,
these robust, rigid glass mineral wool slabs provide
consistent density and a uniform shape.
CLIMCOVER Slab Alu2 Standard
• With increased mechanical performance, the
slabs offer a high quality finish and suitability
for applications inside or outside a building
(with appropriate cladding).
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Insulation of pipework

Fire protection insulation

CLIMPIPE Section Alu2

U Protect System

Strong foil-faced pipe sections in a
choice of thicknesses and diameters
to accommodate a variety of pipe sizes.

The U Protect system for
passive fire protection
combines all the advantages
of conventional thermal and
acoustic insulation with increased fire protection.

The lightweight preformed `snap-on’ sections, with
an aluminium foil facing and a self adhesive overlap right
to the edge, provide an inherent vapour barrier and fast,
neat installation.
Providing thermal and acoustic insulation, the sections are
supplied in 1.2m lengths (one of the longest solutions on
the market) resulting in fewer joints and reduced handling.

The U Protect system has been tested under EN 1366-1
and EN 1366-8 and assessed against BS 476: Part 24.
It offers up to 2 hours passive fire protection in HVAC
ventilation and smoke extract ducts as well as 1 hour
passive fire protection for kitchen ducts.
The system consists of slabs, wired mats and accessories
for rectangular and circular ductwork systems.

Technical Support Centre - Tel: 01473 820850
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Insulation of circular
metal ductwork

Insulation of rectangular
metal ductwork

CLIMCOVER Duct Rolls

CLIMCOVER Duct Slabs

The CLIMCOVER Roll range features glass mineral wool
thermal and acoustic insulation designed to be installed
on the outside of circular ducts to help meet thermal
building regulations.

The CLIMCOVER Slab range features robust glass
wool slabs of various thicknesses with a factory
applied aluminium foil facing providing an inherent
vapour barrier. They are designed to be installed
outside rectangular ducts to provide cost effective
thermal and acoustic insulation helping to meet
thermal building regulations.

The CLIMCOVER Roll range offers consistent thickness
recovery and uniform shape with no soft edges, alongside
mechanical performance that helps to obtain a neat and
professional finish.

The lightweight slabs have a uniform shape and
consistent thickness that makes them easy to
handle and install on all rectangular ductwork,
allowing a professional finish.

A factory applied aluminium foil facing provides
an inherent vapour barrier.
The CLIMCOVER Roll range is designed
to withstand site conditions, storage
and transportation.

CLIMCOVER Roll Alu2
• C
 LIMCOVER Roll Alu2 is a cost effective,
flexible and easy to handle glass mineral
wool roll ideal for use on circular ductwork.

CLIMCOVER Roll Alu2 Strong
• W
 ith increased mechanical performance
it offers a tight, high quality finish.
• Suitable for applications inside or outside
(with suitable cladding) a building.

Strong and resilient, they are designed
to withstand site conditions, storage
and transportation.

Features and Benefits
Thermal performance
The CLIMCOVER Roll range helps to meet
thermal building regulations and offers energy
savings by protecting the installation from
external thermal variation.

Reaction to fire classification
Euroclass A2 Reaction to Fire classification,
according to BS EN 13501-1.

CLIMCOVER Slab Alu2
• F
 or traditional thermal insulation
specifications, this duct slab is for use
at all levels.

CLIMCOVER Slab Alu2 Standard
• W
 ith increased mechanical performance
offering a high quality finish and suitability
for applications inside or outside a building
(with appropriate cladding).

Features and Benefits
Thermal performance
The CLIMCOVER Slab range helps to meet
thermal building regulations and offers energy
savings by protecting the installation from
external thermal variation.

Reaction to fire classification
Euroclass A2 Reaction to Fire classification,
according to BS EN 13501-1.

CLIMCOVER CR Alu2
• A
 product with higher mechanical performance
dedicated for use in applications where the
resistance to compression is needed.
• Suitable for applications inside or outside
(with suitable cladding) a building.

Acoustic performance

Acoustic performance

Noise levels from ducts can be reduced
due to the inherent acoustic properties of
Climcover, improving the comfort of those
within the building.

Noise levels from ducts can be reduced
due to the inherent acoustic properties of
CLIMCOVER, improving the comfort of those
within the building.

Recycled glass

Recycled glass

Manufactured from recycled glass (see individual
product data sheets for further details).
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Manufactured from up to 75% recycled glass.

Ease of install

Ease of install

The range is lightweight and offers a combination
of flexibility and mechanical strength, allowing
fast and efficient cutting and fitting.

The range is lightweight and offers a combination
of flexibility and mechanical strength, allowing
fast and efficient cutting and fitting.
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Insulation of pipework

Passive fire protection
insulation solutions

CLIMPIPE Section Alu2

U Protect System

Designed to provide thermal and acoustic
insulation of pipework, CLIMPIPE Sections
are strong, lightweight pre-formed `snap on’
sections. With a reinforced aluminium foil facing
and a self-adhesive overlap right to the edge,
CLIMPIPE Sections ensure a strong vapour
barrier and a professional neat finish.

The U Protect system consists of slabs, wired mats
and accessories which offer the designer a solution
for HVAC fire protection for both rectangular and
circular ductwork systems.
The U Protect system has been tested under
EN 1366-1 and EN 1366-8 and assessed against
BS 476: Part 24. It offers up to 2 hours passive
fire protection in HVAC ventilation and smoke
extract ducts as well as 1 hour passive fire
protection for kitchen ducts.

The range offers multiple insulation solutions
with thicknesses from 20mm to 60mm. With
1.2m long sections, CLIMPIPE Sections are one
of the longest pipe sections on the market,
limiting the number of joints required and
minimising thermal bridging.
The uniform density of CLIMPIPE Sections
provide consistent thermal performance along
the length of the pipe.
The sections also offer excellent mechanical
resistance and a consistent finish. They can
be used inside or outside a building (with an
appropriate weatherproof jacketing system.)
The range is packed in boxes designed
to withstand site conditions, transportation
and storage.

Features and Benefits
Thermal performance

The slabs and wired mats are made from
ULTIMATE™, an innovative lightweight and
easy to install mineral wool that combines
all the advantages of conventional thermal
and acoustic insulation with excellent fire
performance. They feature a black aluminium
foil facing for a professional, neat finish and to
differentiate from standard HVAC insulation.

Features and Benefits
Fire Protection

Tested under EN 1366-1 and EN 1366-8 and
assessed against BS 476: Part 24. Offering up to
2 hours passive fire protection in HVAC ventilation
and smoke extract ducts as well as 1 hour passive
fire protection for kitchen ducts.(1)

Climpipe Sections help to meet thermal
building regulations and offer energy savings
by protecting the installation from external
thermal variation.

Thermal performance

Reaction to fire classification

The U Protect system can help to meet thermal
building regulations to BS 5422:2009 and offers
energy savings by protecting the installation
from external thermal variation.

Euroclass A2 Reaction to Fire classification,
according to BS EN 13501-1.

Acoustic performance

Reaction to fire classification

Due to the natural sound wave damping effect
that glass mineral wool possesses, noise levels
from water pipe services can be greatly
reduced with Climpipe sections.

U Protect slabs and wired mats achieve a
Euroclass A1 Reaction to Fire classification,
according to BS EN 13501-1.

Ease of install
Recycled glass

The lightweight slabs and wired mats ensure ease
of handling and installation. Their flexibility and
mechanical strength allow fast and efficient
cutting and fitting.

Manufactured from up to 70% recycled glass.

Ease of install

Lightweight

Climpipe Sections are longer, lighter and offer
maximum flexibility and mechanical strength,
allowing fast and efficient cutting and fitting.

The lightweight slabs and wired mats help to
reduce the stress on supporting structures.

(1): Fire resistance is dependant on the application, thicknesses used and method of installation. Please refer to U Protect Installation Guide for details.
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ISOVER
Whitehouse Industrial Estate,
Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 3DP
Customer Service Order Placement and Enquiries
Tel: 01473 820820
Email: iukcustomerservice@saint-gobain.com
Technical Support Centre
Tel: 01473 820850
Email: technicalsupport@saint-gobain.com
insulation-uk.com
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Saint-Gobain ISOVER reserve the right to alter or amend product
specification without notice. The information given in this publication
is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of publication.
Whilst Saint-Gobain ISOVER will endeavor to ensure publications are up to date,
it is the users responsibility to check with us that it is correct prior to use.
Saint-Gobain Isover UK Limited registered in England. Company registered number 10442670.
Registered Office Address; Saint-Gobain House, Binley Business Park, Coventry, CV3 2TT

